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Back in the summer of 2015, at the seductively lit Skylight Modern 
in Manhattan, the UFC unveiled what the future would look like 
for its athletes. With more than 20 fighters on hand to usher in its 
landmark six-year deal with Reebok, the fight game turned 
momentarily into a runway. Parading down the catwalk in a dark 
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“fight kit” was Ronda Rousey, then the UFC women’s 
bantamweight champion. 
“I always like wearing black because I’m the bad guy, and I 
always like wearing gold because I’m the best,” said Rousey, 
proudly embracing the new alliance. “So I’m going to be wearing 
gold for the entirety of my career.” 
Among the other models were the Irish supernova Conor 
McGregor, who was a month out at the time from winning the 
interim featherweight title against Chad Mendes, as well as Robbie 
Lawler, Demetrious Johnson, Joanna Jedrzejczyk, Daniel Cormier 
and many others. It was an all-star cast, all wearing bright gloves 
and Reebok running shoes. On that first day, there was a glimmer 
of guarded excitement in the air that this would be a good thing for 
everyone. 
But the unveiling wasn’t exactly a home run for many onlookers in 
New York that day, nor for the people following along on the live 
stream at home. Some people thought the kits were too close to 
soccer kits and/or cobbled together without much imagination, 
while others thought the fighters looked like cult members and 
feared individuality would be lost. The misspellings of certain 
fighter’s names — such as the infamous Giblert Melendez example 
— only added to the general dysfunction. 
None of this ultimately mattered next to the one concern on 
everybody’s mind: Would the Reebok deal end up being good 
financially for the fighters? 
After all, outside sponsors at the time had been declining for the 
previous couple of years, in large part because the UFC had 
enacted a hefty sponsor tax, which was too steep for the smaller 
brands to deal with. So the UFC installed a tier system for payout, 
which assigned dollar amounts to its athletes based on ranking and 
tenure, with a 20 percent “back end” bonus attached to individual 
sales. 



If you were a fighter with fewer than five fights, you received 
$2,500. If you had between 6-10 fights, you got $5,000. And so on 
up the line. Champions would make a round number of $40,000, 
taking the “lion’s share” of the kitty. The UFC reiterated many 
times that 100 percent of the Reebok money would be distributed 
among the fighters, and that the company itself would see none of 
it. 
“This is a true game-changer,” then UFC co-owner Lorenzo 
Fertitta said that day in New York City. “We’ve had a lot of game-
changers as we’ve built this company, starting from ‘The Ultimate 
Fighter,’ which was a game-changer when we did our deal with 
Spike, to when we got Budweiser — the leading sport’s sponsor — 
on board with our brand, to landing our Fox deal and partnering up 
with Electronic Arts. 
“Reebok is right there at the highest level in that group of some of 
the seminal moments, and I think we’ll look back in 10 years, like 
we look back at when ‘The Ultimate Fighter’ launched, we’ll look 
back at this announcement as being that important.” 
Perhaps, but halfway into that 10-year prediction, a large majority 
of mixed martial artists don’t view the Reebok deal as the financial 
boon the UFC originally advertised. Polling 170 fighters 
anonymously as part of The Athletic’s wide-ranging fighter survey, 
it turns out that 68.2 percent believe that the Reebok sponsorship 
deal — which offered streamlined revenue while doing away with 
the need of luring riffraff endorsements — hasn’t been necessarily 
good for fighters. 
“The Reebok deal is good for the UFC, but not good for the 
fighters,” one current UFC fighter said. “It’s being dispersed in a 
weird way, and I feel like we’re getting a small piece of that pie. I 
think that goes with a lot of deals — the ESPN deal, the Reebok 
deal, all of those deals. It’s literally stealing freedom from the 
athletes.” 
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While nearly two-thirds of the fighters polled in the survey said the 
Reebok deal isn’t good for fighters overall — many scoffing that it 
was even up for debate — the other third was split evenly at 15.9 
percent between the partnership being good for fighters and those 
who were unsure. 

 
“It really depends,” another current UFC fighter said. “Like me, I 
was never doing too much with sponsors even when we could, so 
for me to know that I’ll get that money without having to chase 
anybody down or stress about it, that’s a good deal. Like, I got to 
fight for a world title, and the Reebok money I made from that was 
more than I was ever doing before. 
“But I’ve got friends who could be getting easily twice as much, 
three times as much, if they could still have their own sponsors. 
Those guys are getting majorly screwed by it, no question.” 
As the Reebok deal got underway, some fighters were immediately 
critical of the pay structure, especially when comparing earning 
potential in the pre-Reebok era next to what they were getting 



under the new agreement. Brendan Schaub famously quipped that 
he was making more than $100,000 per fight in sponsorships 
before Reeebok, which UFC President Dana White was quick to 
refute. 
Still, there are fighters both inside and outside the UFC who 
believe that relieving the burden of chasing down sponsors is 
ultimately a good thing for the sport. 
“It’s good for guys who’ve just come into the UFC and they don’t 
want to go to the hassle of approaching sponsors,” one current 
UFC fighter said. “But with the sponsors I had before signing for 
the UFC, I could probably make more than five times than what 
I’m getting from Reebok, so it’s not good in that sense. For me, I’d 
say no, on whole, because I know I could get a lot more money 
than Reebok pays me.” 
Sometimes geography plays a role in how the Reebok deal is 
perceived, as many Brazilian fighters and others who reside 
outside of the U.S. saw the positives of having that sponsorship 
money structurally built into their pay. 
“For fighters in Mexico, it’s good,” a non-UFC fighter said. 
“Maybe there are other fighters who made more money on other 
sponsors, but there are fighters who this is good for, not for 
everyone. Here it’s difficult to get that kind of sponsorship, so it’s 
good for the majority.” 
The UFC’s partnership deal with Reebok is up in 2021, and it 
remains to be seen if the apparel company will look to re-up for 
another run. 
The Reebok question on the fighter survey was followed up with a 
broader question in that same realm, which yielded an even more 
one-sided result. That being the question of: Does the UFC pay its 
fighters appropriately, in general? 
A whopping 77.1 percent of those polled said that “no,” fighters in 
the UFC were not paid their full worth, many citing comparisons to 



professional athletes in other sports. That figure went against the 
15.9 percent of fighters who saw the UFC’s pay rates as 
appropriate, and another 7.1 percent who were either undecided or 
unsure. 

 
“I look at other sports’ numbers, and I get depressed on a daily 
basis seeing what, like, what an NHL player makes, and then just a 
regular Joe on the sidelines of a baseball game who doesn’t have to 
play necessarily,” one UFC fighter said. “Like, that’s the stuff that 
I’m like, man, I picked the wrong sport.” 
One commonly cited optic that doesn’t sit well with fighters inside 
and out of the UFC is the split between profits. Or rather, the 
uneven split between what the UFC generates in revenue compared 
with what it gives back to its athletes. 
“I think the UFC should value their athletes more,” a ONE 
Championship fighter said. “Especially if you’re making billions 
of dollars, and you’re only giving 100 million to the athletes. I 
think, first and foremost, that the athletes are the ones who put on 



the show. But it’s business, right? So we have to understand that 
side of the business. Still, I think they should help their athletes 
more.” 
A former UFC fighter who currently fights in Bellator said it is 
incumbent upon a fighter to name his worth if he wants to be paid 
appropriately. 
“Anyone can think they should be paid more,” he said. “I’ll say 
this, and I’m a small business owner, too: You’re going to get what 
you ask for. If you’re going to go for the bare minimum, take that 
shit, because there are too many people who will take the fights. 
“It’s a temp agency, man, unless you’re in the top 10. And even 
then, your ass can be replaced. You’ve got to get what you can. In 
that way, fighting’s no different than the music industry — you’re 
going to get what you ask for. If you want to go in there and get a 
shitty record deal, get a shitty record deal. They’re not going to 
say, ‘Oh, we want to give you more money!’ Shit, they’re going to 
be cheap. Same with the UFC.” 
If the fighter survey showed anything on these specific topics, it’s 
that when it comes to fighters being paid appropriately by the 
UFC, the vast majority of them don’t believe that they are. And if 
the Reebok deal has been a game-changer for the UFC, it’s not 
been perceived that way for the majority of the fighters 
themselves, who just happen to be the ones playing the game. 
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